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A Message from the President
Once again this quarter we have had some very
interesting speakers and have more booked for the
rest of the year. It is becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain the services of speakers, so if any of you know
of someone who has something to share on Family
History please let me or one of the committee know.
In December we are having our Christmas quiz which
is always a lot of fun with excellent prizes. Book your
table now to avoid the rush.
By now you will know that Lotteries house is being refurbished. Our library will have new air conditioners,
new carpet and a new coat of paint. This will involve
some disruption to our library opening times from
noon on Friday September 9th until 1 p.m. on Tuesday
20th.
On the 17th September four of us will be attending the
Affiliates conference in Bunbury, an annual affair that
brings all the WA Societies together. I will prepare a
report on this for you all when we return. It is a time
when we can all discuss issues of mutual interest. As

there is so much happening with websites these days
it is good to catch up on some different ideas.
I have been finalising, (do we ever finalise?), my
wife’s family tree on Ancestry and have realized how
simple it is to edit the system to include all the details
for a person. I have taken the step to also put my tree
onto Ancestry from Family Tree Maker on my PC.
The process is very simple and Leon Daly and I will
be discussing this, and other issues, in our 7th
January 2017 meeting. Book this in your diary now as
we are going to discuss a variety of issues. As part of
the refurbishment of Lotteries House we are getting
an interactive screen in the meeting room which
means we will be able to access websites to make
our presentations more interesting.
Have you found something interesting in your family
tree lately? If you have then why don’t you share this
by putting an article in the BTL to share with all?

Peter Godfrey

Hello everyone.
This is a reminder that the WAGS Raffle is up and running again. First prize is
$4,000, with four consolation prizes of $250 each. There is an early bird prize of
$300, however your ticket butts need to be returned to our Library by Friday 30th
September to be eligible. You have to be in it to win it!
Where possible can you pick up your raffle tickets at the library please, and help
save on postage.
You are asked to sell one book containing 5 tickets for a total of $10 only. This is
one of our main fundraisers for the year so your participation would be greatly
appreciated. If you can sell more please collect them from the library.
Thank you all for helping out and I hope someone from our Society wins the big one.
Best Regards,
Terry Craig, Fundraising Coordinator…………”The Raffle Man”.
NEEDED - New Editor for Between the Lines as Pamela is
retiring from the position in June.
Offers/nominations accepted from now and training available from January.
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A Nice Day Out
by Diane Oldman
Every year on the commemoration of Western Australia’s Foundation Day (yes, I
prefer that to WA Day), a church service has been held in St Bartholomew’s
Chapel at East Perth Cemetery. The first was in June 1954, thus the one Marjorie
Burton and I attended must have been the 62nd ‘Pioneers’ Service’. This year the
anniversary celebrated the arrival of the READ, BARNARD and Edmund
STIRLING families.
Just before the commencement of proceedings, it was standing room only—mainly
because many places reserved for ‘dignitaries’ were not filled (discourteous) - but
eventually I think everyone got a seat. I was seated next to a friendly elderly lady
whom I vaguely recognised but couldn’t put a name to.
The President of the WA Royal Historical Society, Mrs Sally Anne Hasluck OAM welcomed the guests followed by an
introduction by the Officiator, the Reverend E W (Fr Ted) Doncaster. Although I work at being a dedicated heathen,
this didn’t stop me lustily breaking into ‘Praise, my soul, the King of Heaven’, the first hymn. Rod Read, nominal
patriarch of the Read family gave an informative, and sometimes moving, account of each of the families recognised
at the service. Those early pioneers did it tough ….. as many of Rod’s stories told. Immediately after the service,
most walked to a distant corner of the cemetery where floral tributes were placed on the Read and Barnard graves.
Marjorie and I wandered off in search of other quarry.
Marjorie, of course, is a ‘serial’ Swan River Colony Pioneer, coming—as she
does—from four different pioneer lines. Marjorie, who hides her light under a
bushel, didn’t mention to me until our visit on 5th June that one line of her
ancestors has the oldest surviving headstone in the East Perth Cemetery. This
(right) is the ’enclosure’ of Marjorie’s JONES and McHARD families. Louisa
Jones died on 23 Dec 1830 aged 39; her son Joseph died just three months
old; while Richard, husband and father saw out 81 years! Two of the Jones
boys’ headstones were removed from Bunbury and brought to East Perth, while
Thomas McHard is there with his two wives.
We walked around looking for the headstone of Arthur WALLACE, a veteran of
the Crimean War and member of the enrolled pensioner force who arrived on the convict ship ‘Norwood’ in 1862 and
has been researched by Marjorie as part of the Ships’ Project. I was disappointed at the lack of upkeep of the
cemetery—the grass and weeds are out of control; lack of money or lack of interest, I wondered.
After our walkabout we went back to the front of the Chapel where afternoon tea was being served. We stopped to
talk briefly with Father Ted and the elderly lady whom I had sat next to during the service. Turns out she was
Margaret Medcalf, a sprightly 90-year old, who became Western Australia’s State Archivist and Principal Librarian of
the Battye Library in 1971, retired in 1989 and received an OAM in 1999. Father Ted was Perth Diocesan Archivist
from 1980 to 1985. His interest in East Perth Cemetery started long before his official archival role when in 1952 he
indexed the names from more than 1,000 graves in the Anglican section of the cemetery.
It was a nice day out and once more stirred up my interest in colonial history.

Father E W (Ted) Doncaster,
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Rod Read

Margaret Medcalf
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A ROYAL MYSTERY SOLVED (Part Two)
Peter Conole
During the time John Molloy deftly severed his links with
the army he was also in the process of trying to woo and
win Georgiana Kennedy. The couple married at Roseneath Church, August 6, 1829. The following October 23
they embarked for the Swan River Colony on the ‘Warrior’.
The rest of their story has always been a fine WA saga
and one can only hope it lingers in collective memory.
Georgiana was an amazing person in her own right. She
was descended from old Scottish and northern English
gentry on both sides of her family. In the colony she
made her mark as a brave settler, a scientist, a botanist
and an excellent diarist and correspondent (1).
As for the subject of John Molloy’s parentage there are
reasons to believe the most mundane stories of all. He
was not to the manor born and chose to keep his origins a
secret: “to reveal his humble ancestry openly in order to
dispel rumours which deemed him part royal would have
been social madness” (2). That is a good argument but
not entirely convincing, for WA colonial society was never
based on anything resembling a rigid class structure.
Initiative, achievements and wealth-gathering mattered
more and the early history of our State is replete with
examples of folk with ‘humble ancestry’ rising to higher
status here if they had not already done so back in the
home country.
Sir Richard Spencer, Government
Resident at Albany, was the son of a minor London trader.
Consider also the Burges, Forrest, Hester, Lukin, Monger,
Piesse and Throssell families, amongst others.
Thus an opposite possibility emerges. Molloy preferred
not to dwell on a conflicted family situation (over religion)
and was in any case never very close to his nearest
relatives. In addition he may not have been aware of the
rumours concerning royal birth. There is no evidence to
suggest they were circulated in his own lifetime (3).
Regarding the subject of possible royal ancestry, consider
John Molloy’s birth date of September 5, 1786. If he was
the product of a dalliance, January 1786 (nine months
earlier - the likely month of conception) is of critical
importance. What were certain Hanoverian Dynasty
princes doing at the time?
The oldest was George Augustus Frederick, Prince of
Wales (born August 12, 1762),
the future King George IV. He
is known to have been a highly
cultured, intelligent but selfindulgent man. From about the
age of 16 various ‘affairs of the
heart’, excessive drinking and
gambling are on record. Some
matters angered and dismayed
King George III. His involvement with actress Mary
‘Perdita’ Robinson was a case
in point.
By 1785 the situation had stabilised. The prince was
totally, passionately devoted to Maria Fitzherbert and the
couple agreed to marry. They did so on December 15,
1785 and then went on honeymoon. It was, of course, a
4

breach of the Royal Marriages Act of 1772. But for our
purposes it removes the Prince of Wales from the story he had what he wanted and modified his lifestyle to a very
considerable degree (4).
The second prince under review
is Frederick, Duke of York, born
August 16, 1763. Like his older
brother the Duke caused
discomfort to the Royal Family,
beginning with a youthful liaison
at the age of 16 with a dairymaid
at Kew. As discussed earlier
Hasluck made the Duke her
prime suspect in regard to John
Molloy’s royal parentage and the
Kew scandal was a key factor.
However, because Molloy was conceived and born in
1786, not 1780, we can rule the Duke out completely.
The reason: from 1781 to 1787 Frederick of York lived
and studied in Hanover. There is nothing to indicate he
visited England even once during that period (5).
The third prince is the amazing William Henry, Duke of
Clarence - born August 21, 1765, reigned as King William
IV. King George III paid close attention (in vain) to his
upbringing lest he follow in fraternal footsteps. Prince
William entered the Royal Navy as a midshipman, aged
13, on June 15, 1779. He was present in several actions
against Spanish, French and American enemies over the
next three years, including a major victory over the
Spaniards off Cape St Vincent on January 16, 1780. He
won golden opinions from senior
officers and a high level of public
acclaim.
On the debit side, alas, his behaviour was at times rambunctious
and outrageous. He squabbled
with other junior officers and midshipmen, got drunk in port taverns,
went to brothels and on one
occasion was detained in a
Gibraltar lock-up (14 years old at
the time!) for brawling with local
soldiers.

Duke of Kent - Queen
Victoria’s father

Despite the foregoing - which may in any case have
increased his popularity among other junior officers and
with ordinary seamen – the assertive young Duke did the
Royal Navy proud. He was on continual duty at Portsmouth from September 1785 to February 1786 and that
eliminates any possibility he fathered Molloy (6).
The fourth prince, Edward, Duke of Kent and Strathearn
(the father of Queen Victoria), was born on November 2,
1767. In March 1785 King George decided to send him to
complete his education at Gottingen and Luneburg in
Hanover, with an emphasis on the military sciences. The
prince, along with his tutors, then moved on to further his
studies in other matters at peaceful Geneva.
He
remained on the continent without a break until 1789,
which also makes any Molloy connection impossible (7).
Continued next page
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A Royal Mystery Solved cont’d
Notes
The fifth prince, Ernest Augustus, Duke of Cumberland
(born on June 5, 1771, later King of Hanover), received a
very closely supervised and welldocumented education by good
tutors in a large house near the
King’s Kew
palace. He and his
two younger brothers had no
opportunities to displease King
George III.
The three young
princes, always together, were
taken on escorted visits to London
just once a week. From the age
of ten onwards, once rigorous
daily tuition was over, they were
required to attend court at Windsor or Kew every evening.
The Duke of Cumberland, aged only 14, was sent to
complete his education in Hanover and at Geneva from
early 1786. He too could not have been the father of John
Molloy and - given his age and upbringing - is by far the
least likely possibility among the royals.

(1) Both the Hasluck and Barry biographies of Georgiana
and her family may be read for both pleasure and
profit and give full attention to the Molloy side of things
(2) Barry, p35
(3) Note the comments of a visitor who mentioned how
frank and gregarious Molloy was in 1859. We hear not
a whisper about ancestral issues: A Pleasant Voyage.
The Journals of Henry Richardson (Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, 1990), pp108-112
(4) Smith, E.A. George IV (Yale University Press, 1999),
pp33-40. The prince was almost certainly absent from
London when Molloy was conceived.
(5) Hasluck, p 256; Burne, A.H. The Nobel Duke of York
(Staples Press limited, Kent, 1949), pp19-25
(6) Pocock. T. Sailor King. The Life of King William IV
(Sinclair-Stevenson Limited, London, 1991), pp73-76.
Anecdotes about the ‘sailor king’ are legion and invariably both entertaining and impressive
(7) Burne, op.cit. p24; Pocock, op.cit.p 69
(8) Bird, A. The Damnable Duke of Cumberland (Barrie
and Rockcliffe, London, 1966), pp22-25

The interesting and in some ways entrancing legend of
John Molloy can therefore be finally laid to rest (8).

USEFULNESS OF DNA
by Donnelle Zaurs
I came across a DNA article recently, thinking it might help
others in the society and wondering what and how to go
about it.
As I don't recall seeing or hearing much on DNA through
our society I am wondering how many might have one or
more family testers, and how many others are waiting
before committing, to hear of some spectacular 'finds' or
developments where old DNA tests can be re-defined,
especially using female DNA.

For example 2 males from 2 of my different lines
unknown to each other have tested (one a direct cousin,
the other 2nd cousin). From what I read and knowing a
few society members’ origins, it would seem a majority of
us would fall into UK, Scotland, Wales, Ireland R1b1….
Groups, the largest known group so far and constantly
narrowing down and changing coding with new SNP
tests. It would be interesting to know how many of our
members fall into this group. I suspect almost everyone.
It seems a bit rude to ask anyone their DNA if they have
done it, but as a group it could be interesting to combine
or compare research.

As we now have members’ interests in surnames in the
BTL within the society I was wondering if such a thing to
accompany that could be SURNAME/DNA haplogroup or
more, if known.

I would be very interested in seeing a regular DNA feature
if someone keeps up to date with new research announce
-ments, usefulness or lost connections.

An Excerpt from a Sample Genealogy Essay
(off the internet)
[from the Editor]

something. The family history of everybody marks one’s
past, present and future, because the consequences of
actions remain.

How has your family history, culture, or environment influenced who you are?

Second - anywhere we go we can be identified by our
culture.
Speech, symbols of one’s country, songs,
clothes, how we look, dance, manners, what we eat, how
we feel. All these things represent one’s culture. We feel
important in the world because we have an identity and a
culture. Our birthplace, its beaches, how it smell, all that
is home.

Have you noticed that one’s entire background influences
who you are. Family history is present in our values and
personality, because they were the first things learnt as
we took our first steps in life. Culture identifies us with our
birthplace, and the environment we grew up in was important too as it helped form us into the person we are.
First - family history influences our values as a person.
Ancestors pass on to generations some values, for example, dignity, admiration, honesty, love for oneself and for
others. We are born into a family, and that is where we
took our first steps, and every time we fell we learned
“Between the Lines” Vol. 22. No. 1.

Third - the environment where we grew up was very important, because it helped to form us as a person. We
were taught that a good education is very important to
having economic independence, and how to be strong
people. Our parents’ behaviour as we grew up instilled
in us their values and work ethics, and surely made us
what we are today.
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MAGNA CARTA - Part IV - The Document.
by Mary Temple and Allison Hutton
The Magna Carta was innovative, unique and cutting edge
at the time of its inception during King John's reign in
1215. It has evolved during the centuries. Sometimes
ignored, sometimes in the background, but never
forgotten. It was popular with the country and always an
available mechanism against a Monarch who wanted to
rule without Parliament, as has been described in the
previous three parts of this series.

Human Rights” in 1948 virtually declared that everyone in
the whole world is entitled to Human Rights. What a
legacy for Magna Carta.

Its derivations are still part of the government of today’s
western world.

The two copies in the British Library are part of what is
known as the Sir Robert Cotton Collection (he was born in
1571 and died in 1631) and the documents were donated
by his grandson, Sir John Cotton who died in 1702. The
Collection formed the basis of the British Library.

In each version the clauses diminished adapting to the
needs of the day. Of the 63 original clauses in the 1215
version, only three remain in the law of the United
Kingdom today. They are from Edward I's version of
1297. One is to do with the rights and privileges of the
Church, another is the rights and liberties of London and
other towns and the last is the most famous and yet, at
the time, one of the most inconspicuous:
“No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or stripped of
his rights or possessions, or outlawed or exiled, or
deprived of his standing in any other way, nor will we
proceed with force against him, or send others to do so,
except by the lawful judgement of his equals or by the law
of the land. To no one will we sell, to no one deny or delay
right or justice.”
It rings true in many democracies today, including
Australia.

Four surviving copies of the original 1215 Magna Carta
exist, two at the British Library, one at Salisbury Cathedral
and one at Lincoln Cathedral. The Salisbury and Lincoln
ones are on display and copies can be bought.

Sadly the documents were being housed at Asburnham
House before the Library was built and a fire occurred in
1731, and the Canterbury copy of the 1215 Magna Carta
was partially burned. An unsuccessful restoration was
attempted in the 1830's, but recently, with modern
techniques of multispectral imaging, it can be read. The
Canterbury copy was also the only one with King John’s
seal but the fire left it as a blob.
An engraving of that copy was made in 1733 on orders of
The Lord High Chancellor and others. The engraver, Mr
John Pine, added all the Coats of Arms of the Baronial
Council and the original text in Latin. It is a beautiful
document.

Very major events and documents have evolved through
the spirit of Magna Carta, developed through time.

In 1759 that engraving also lent itself to the translation of
the Magna Carta by Sir William Blackstone, who was able
to sort out the differences between the 1215 and 1225
versions.

In Britain it lent itself to trial by jury in the 14 th century, the
“Petition of Right 1628, the declaration of individual liberty
against Charles I in the 17th (the Civil War 1642-51), the
“Bill of Rights” of 1689 and the Act of Settlement of 1701.

Well deserved - those copies of the 1215 version have
been awarded “Memory of the World” status by UNESCO
in 2009 and thence to inclusion in the Memory of the
World International Register.

The same ideas were permeating Europe in the French
Revolution, the Age of Reason and the following Age of
Enlightenment, taking philosophical and political ideas to a
whole new level.

Copies of other versions of the Magna Carta exist, some
in private hands, not all are on display.

There are other echoes of the Magna Carta – A widow
could not be forced to marry against her wishes - is now
freedom itself and equality for any woman. Weights and
measures standardisation. Laws in relation to the ownership of land. Linked fines to the severity of the crime. No
taxes could be levied without the general consent of the
realm. Perhaps the most famous incidence of the last
named is the American War of Independence.
In America the “Declaration of Independence” 1776, and
the “Bill of Rights” 1791. The Anglo/American Tom
Paine’s highly influential, controversial and popular
pamphlets, “Common Sense” and “The Rights of Man”
gave him the title “The Father of the American
Revolution”.
Such has been the evolution of the spirit of Magna Carta
that, in more modern times, the “Universal Declaration of
6

Durham Cathedral has a copy of the Magna Carta issued
in November 1216 the only one known to survive. Also
one issued on 11th February 1225 and one issued on 28
March 1330. It also has three issues of the Forest
Charter, those of 1217 of which there are only two known
surviving copies, also the 1225 and 1300 issues. The
1300 copy is the best one in existence.
Hereford Cathedral has a 1217 copy and a copy of the
King's Writ which accompanied it.
The Bodleian Library holds three copies of the 1217 and
one of the 1225. The 1217 has the seals of the boy King
Henry III's guardian, William Marshall and the papal
Legate, Cardinal Guala.
The UK National Archives in Kew has a copy of the
1225 version.
Contnued on next page
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Magna Carta - Part IV - cont’d
City of London. The Magna Carta said “the City of
London shall have all its ancient liberties by land as well
as by water”. The only city to be named and the capital
city of the country, but it applied to other towns as well.
The city does not hold an original 1215 version but it does
hold a delicate copy of Edward I's 1297 version with his
seal and the King's Writ that came with it.
Faversham Town Council owns a copy of the 1300
version of the Magna Carta with King Edward's I's seal.
Oriel College, Oxford hold a copy of both the Magna
Carta and the Forest Charter of 1300.
Sandwich Town Council, Kent. Could there be others
as yet undiscovered in old dusty archives? Archives were
encouraged to search for copies ready for the 800th
Anniversary year. In 2015 an amazing discovery was
made in this town, a 1300 copy of the Magna Carta and
the Forest Charter. A bit damaged, but readable. There
is only one other copy of the pair of documents together
and that is at Oriel College, above.
Two copies of the Magna Carta are held internationally:

Parliament House, Canberra has a copy of the 1297
version which is on display in the Member's Hall. It was
purchased by the Australian Government in 1952 from the
King's School in Bruton, Somerset.
National Archives, Washington have a copy of the 1297
version on permanent loan from David Rubenstein, a
private collector who purchased it at a Sotheby's Auction,
New York in 2007. It bears the seal of King Edward I.
Rubenstein bought it from another private collector, Ross
Perot, who in turn had bought it from the Earls of Cardigan
in 1983. They had owned it for centuries.
Thousands died in those Baronial Wars and in the terrible
wars of vengeance by the ruling monarchs of the time,
then again in the Civil War of the 17th Century. Many were
military, but so very many were not, just ordinary folk
caught up in the struggle for power and the Magna Carta.
The Magna Carta has lent itself to reinvention of its clear
intentions over 800 years and its spirit is still alive today
as it was then. The Barons of England in 1215, Edward I,
plus The Commonwealth Parliament and later Parliaments
of the 17th Century left a great legacy. We must guard it,
for it guards our freedom – the individual against
authoritarianism.
Our ancestor’s legacy to us.

An old document and the treasure it contained
by Peter Godfrey
One of the documents I received when my Grandfather died was an old marriage record dated 28 May
1808 for my 3 x Great Grand Paternal Parents, William Taylor and Elizabeth Pendle at Frindsbury,
near Rochester in Kent.
At some stage it had must have been wrapped in a newspaper because imprinted on the back was the
following:

By Command of the Postmaster General
Notice to the Public
Rapid Delivery of Letters
The Postmaster General is desirous of calling attention to the greater rapidity of
delivery which would obviously consequent on the general adoption of STREET
LETTER BOXES or SLITS in Private Dwelling Houses and indeed wherever the
Postman is at present waiting.
He hopes that Householders will not object to the (way) by which, at a very
moderate expense, they may see (it is) desirable an advantage to themselves to
their neighbours and to the public service.
(The words in parentheses were hard to read and were a best estimate).
It has taken me a while but recently I sent an e-mail to the Post Office Museum in London and they
replied immediately with the attached newspaper cutting that was printed in newspapers in England in
May 1849. I have now tracked down many of these articles in many different newspapers, but it is an
interesting story don’t you think?
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ONE POOR MAN’S WARTIME STRUGGLES
from Donelle Zaurs
A company director pours his heart out about war time struggles in a dramatically touching letter we were lucky
enough to receive from a reader of Grace’s Guide.
Sir Alan George Clark was born the son of a businessman in Brookline, Massachusetts in 1898. By the time of his
death in 1962, he had helped and watched Plessey grow from a struggling company employing a handful if people, to
a multi-million pound global organisation.
He wrote to a Mr C. J. Stewart of the Ministry of Aircraft Production in December 1941 in a dramatic state of
despair:

Plessey contributed greatly for the war effort, producing many varieties of components and equipment from shell
cases to radio receivers. Despite the bombing of its Ilford site, Plessey built a new factory at Swindon and opened
several other shadow factories around the U.K. They even converted a tunnel, built as an extension of the London
Underground Central Line, into a munitions factory, and their wartime workforce was doubled from 5,000 in 1939 to
over 10,000 in the early 1940s.
These personal letters don’t only give us a rare and incredible insight into the terrible economical impacts companies
faced in wartime Britain; they take you back to Christmas 1941 and one man’s desperate struggle for himself and his
company’s future.
Continued next page
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One Poor Man’s Wartime Struggles cont’d
Mr Stewart’s reply:

Letter from my Maternal Grandfather to my Mum 7th March 1941
by Peter Godfrey
One of the papers left me by my mother (CHRISTINE
GODFREY, nee Jackson, b 23 Dec 1913 Lambeth
London, d 3 Aug 1989 Perth WA), was a letter that she
had received from her Father, (WILLIAM JACKSON b 5
Feb 1878 Dover Kent, d 15 Jan 1942 Chatham Kent).
The letter was dated 7 Mar 1941 and was at the time that
the Germans were bombing the South East of England
during WW2. The letter says in part:

“….we are having thrills down here 2 planes
came over yesterday and machine gun our balloons
and dropped bombs down in the harbour (Dover) but
they did not get any (balloons) and very little damage
was done. That was about 12 o’clock mid day then
in the afternoon they came over Folkestone and
machine gunned the town and dropped 10 bombs on
the harbour and I don’t think they done much damage
but two of our spitfire’s chased him out to sea and
brought him down in mid-channel so that settled him
…. so that was one less”.
(Note: I have left the spelling etc as it was).
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It got me to wondering if I could track a newspaper article
about the incident and first tried the Dover Express but
found nothing. I then contacted my cousin, Mike Godfrey
who lives in Capel-le-Ferne near Folkestone and he did a
search in the local museum and came up with an article in
the Folkestone, Hythe and District Paper dated 8 Mar
1941, on the front page, which says in part:
“A

Dornier 17 which machine gunned the
streets of a South-East coast town late on Thursday
afternoon, (6 Mar 1941), was shot down into the
Channel by a Spitfire sergeant pilot a few minutes
later”.
This leads me to the other part of William’s story that he
supposedly died when a piece of shrapnel came through
the wall and he was killed. However when I hunted down
his death certificate he died on 15th January 1942, when I
was 3, after an operation in Chatham hospital for the
removal of a kidney due to tuberculosis. The death
certificate indicates that he died 3 days after the
operation.
So the moral of this is don’t believe everything you
are told in family stories. Check them out.
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State Library of Western Australia
Exhibition Coming Soon - Dutch Journeys to the Western Edge
24 June - 25 September 2016 - Ground Floor Gallery
From Dirk Hartog’s landing at remote Cape Inscription in 1616 to
our present migrant connections, Dutch Journeys to the Western
Edge draws stories from the collections in the State Library.
Whether seeking trade, refuge or opportunity the Dutch, like others
to land on our shores, have helped shape Western Australia.
The State Library’s exhibition looks beyond the early maritime
history to include stories of recent Dutch military history and
migrant journeys to WA.
The exhibition is the State Library’s contribution to the recognition
of the 400th Anniversary of the European discovery of the west
coast of the Australian continent. Dirk Hartog landed in the Eendracht at Cape Inscription, Shark Bay on 25 October
1616.
Many items from the State Library collection are so precious that the Library cannot put them on public display. However, with technology, we can bring these pieces to our audience in other ways both physically in the exhibition and online through the catalogue.
This free exhibition runs from Friday 24 June to Sunday 25 September in the State Library’s Ground Floor

News from ScotlandsPeople
Who’s the lady in the locket? Canadian family seeks
to solve the mystery of their ancestor’s WW1 sweetheart.
We like this news story about a family in Canada who are
trying to establish the identity of an ancestor’s WW1
sweetheart.
The family has several clues for
solving the puzzle,
including a
portrait of the mysterious lady on a
locket that belonged to their relative,
Sergeant Charles Reid of the Royal
Newfoundland Regiment – who died,
aged 30, in 1916 at the Battle of Beaumont-Hamel. Another clue is that the box for the locket has the name of an
Oban jeweller (J. McGilvray & Son of George Street) on
it, which makes the family think the woman perhaps hailed
from Oban.
If the portrait and the clues ring any bells with you, please
contact the family at the email address listed –
webnewfoundland@cbc.ca.
A short film of Jamaica Street in Glasgow in 1901.
We noticed this wonderful, wee film (2 minutes and 36
seconds) of Jamaica Street in
Glasgow in 1901 and thought it
would interest readers. The
YouTube film (press ctrl and
click to access) offers a
fascinating glimpse of the city’s
past and the fact that 1901 is
also a census year makes it
even more of a rare treasure for researchers who are
tracing Glaswegian ancestors from that era. It’s also very
interesting to see how much traffic there was on the
roads!
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A Danish researcher uses ScotlandsPeople to find her
long-lost Scottish ancestors - and wonders if there are
any ‘lost cousins’ out there?
We do like hearing stories about how researchers have
used ScotlandsPeople to help them break through ancestral ‘brick walls’. Just recently, Susan Laursen of Copenhagen, contacted us via Facebook to tell us about the
research she has been doing on the Scottish branch of
her family tree - and how using the ScotlandsPeople website helped her to break through a 13-year-old ‘brick wall’.
Susan’s family tree is a grand “Jock-Tamson’s-Bairns”-mix
of Scottish, Danish, English, Chinese and Japanese
relatives. Susan’s Scottish
ancestors (the main Scottish surname is Young)
originally hailed from
Paisley (although she also
has a connection to Bute),
and she thinks she might
well have Scottish relatives
scattered around the globe.
To find out more about
Susan’s story, follow this link.
John McCrae, author of ‘In Flanders Field’, designated
a Person of Historic Significance in 1946
Lieutenant-Colonel John McCrae of Guelph, Ontario,
wrote his famous poem, 'In Flanders Field', while serving
as a Medical Officer in the 1st Brigade CFA (Canadian
Field Artillery). McCrae wrote the poem while stationed
near the trenches at the Ypres’ salient.
It was McCrae’s grandparents who left Scotland for a new
life in Canada. We imagine that many Canadians will
know all about John McCrae and his brother, Thomas
(who became Professor of Medicine at Johns Hopkins
Medical School in Baltimore) and his sister, Geills. Tragically, John McCrae died of pneumonia at Boulogne-surMer, France, on 28 January 1918 - he was 45.
“Between the Lines” Vol. 22. No. 1.

Searching for an image in Family Search.
Peter Godfrey
I have recently been searching for a baptism record for one of my ancestors in East Kent, on the Family Search
website. I came across something that I believe has changed since I first started using the new site after they have
digitised their records. I found the following record for my 3 x Great Grandmother:

This showed the two symbols on the right hand side the first being “Details” and the “Camera” being image. In the
past when you clicked on the camera symbol you were presented with the original Parish Record. However now the
following is displayed:

I tried to login with my own details but it kept refusing me, and then I noticed that the second dot point says I can only
login when using one of the LDS family history centres.
I rang our local Family History centre in Casserley Road and they weren’t able to help but gave me an 1800 number to
ring. I did this and was put through to a lady in Washington. She advised the following:
“The camera icon indicates that the person who loaded the item into Family Search wants to restrict
access to it”.
I can only assume that maybe the centre will release the image with the approval of that person”.
There is also another icon that can be encountered on this site as shown below.

This is a camera superimposed on a rectangle and by clicking on this you will be redirected to either Find My Past or
Ancestry and the image will be shown. I also ascertained from Washington that Ancestry, Find My Past and Family
Search have joined forces to transcribe images, which is probably why we are seeing these changes.
Ordering a film from the LDS
The Family History centres of the LDS do not order films any more. These need to be ordered from the following
website:
https://familysearch.org/films/ The process is fairly simple and I believe that the price is currently $7.
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about
these
Pensioners.

Speakers’ Corner
July’s speaker was our President Peter Godfrey, with an
update of his earlier talk on Timeline Britain 1500s to
present. Peter gave an excellent talk on timelines, this
time centered on monarchy, conflicts, other events and a
section on Australia, all with specific information on certain
particular dates.
He expained all
as it pertained to
our genealogical
researches and
mentioned
that
the
Domesday
Book has now
been translated
into
modern
English and can
be easily read.
Peter started with the monarchy of Yorks 1461 dynasty to
the present, then moved on to the Huguenots, Parish
Registers 1538, Bishops Transcripts 1598, Registration
disruption during interregnum, change of calendar to
Gregorian, the first Census in 1801, Poor Law Act, and
Civil Registration in 1837. He then went on to Australia,
from the first known European sighting in 1606 to £10
‘poms’ in 1970.
Other events included Brexit and death of Diana, Princess
of Wales in 1997, the world wide web in 1991. He also
mentioned the Spanish Inquisition, and had a chart of the
Kings and Queens of Engand for reference.
Peter’s Timeline
chart took up
three-quarters of
one long wall and
was in the four
stages above. A
most interesting
talk and much
appreciated.

***********************************
In August Diane Oldman and Marjorie Burton gave us
May the Force Be With You: Enrolled Pensioner Force
in W.A. A fantastic talk by Diane who gave us the
number of Pensioners, names and what happened to
them. A large number moved on to other places, and
many stayed and spread out over W.A. Diane gave a list
of resources, including five specific and particular books

Enrolled

Marjorie then spoke about the
ship Norwood and one man’s
history. James Dain(Deane) of
the 47th Regiment (Lancashire)
had fourteen pages of his
service in the army, and most
of it concerned Court Martials –
mainly due to drunkenness and
the resulting actions.
Diane then finished off on
Commandant Finnerty (of the Enrolled Pensioners) and
briefly showed us his story in the Crimean War Veterans
in W.A. website, where we can access any other
Pensioners’ stories as well.
A very interesting afternoon, with questions afterwards.
**********************************
September’s talk was all about Army Cap
Badges and was given by Gordon Parkes.
Gordon gave us the A-Z of cap badges,
from the 1100s to the present, giving a
detailed description of the beginnings of
necessary identification markers and the
many changes that have taken place over
the years, finally giving us the cap badge as
it is today.
In the British and
Commonwealth armies each regiment and
corps has its own distinctive cap badge.
Cap badges are a modern form
of heraldry and their design generally
incorporates highly symbolic devices and
many uniformed organisations use them, as
well as armies, e.g. police, boy scouts, St John
Ambulance.
After his talk Gordon
spread out some of
his
extensive
c ollec tion
( with
name of each medal
included) and invited
everyone to look
and discuss. This
led to extensive
questions
and
general talk and was
the most successful
talk we have heard
for a long time.

Mountbellow Workhouse Orphan Girls
We have received the following request from a Paula Kennedy.
I would appreciate if you could assist by posting project information on your social media and or newsletter. Or my email
address— pkpaulakennedy@gmail.com
We are researching the girls sent from Mountbellew Workhouse in Co. Galway on board the 'bride ship' the Palestine
http://www.irishcentral.com/roots/ancestry/Could-you-ancestors-have-been-an-orphan-workhouse-girl-who-emigrated-in-1853.html
We also have a Facebook page that we are using to spread the word https://www.facebook.com/Mountbellew-WorkhouseCemetery-Restoration-814745548596059/ [Ed. Remember hold ctrl and click to access these sites.]
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Irishmen in Blue
The following is a preview of a book by our member
Peter Conole, of Irish Men who joined the W.A. Police
Force. Of particular interest to any members of Irish
descent.

Irish Lives in the Western Australia Police
By Peter Conole
Over a five year period from 2008 this writer prepared a
series of articles for publication in a widely distributed
local journal, the Irish Scene. The series dealt with the
family backgrounds, arrival in WA and subsequent
working lives of men who joined the Western Australia
Police. The period covered was roughly from the
founding of the colony until the end of World War II in
1945.

proportion were Anglo-Irish. Nearly a third were soldiers,
whether officers or ‘other ranks’. One redcoat, John
Stanton, arrived in 1829 and more or less by accident
selected the spot where the city of Perth was founded.
Another, the aristrocrat Captain John Conroy, emerged
as our first official ‘Chief of Police’ in 1853.
Mr Brett Christian (the Managing Editor of Post
Newspapers) kindly writes in his foreword that the stories
“provide an extraordinary window through which to
observe how Western Australia and its policing evolved.”
The book was launched on Monday, August 8 at the Irish
Club, Subiaco. The Irish Ambassador to Australia, Mr
Noel White, took care of the formal proceedings.
Copies may be obtained at several bookshops (e.g.
Boffins in Perth, Serendipity, the Royal WA Historical
Shop and others) or directly from Mr Fred Rea,

The series became rather popular and after it concluded
the editor of the journal, Mr Fred Rea, decided that the
stories would be worth collecting and publishing in book
form by Gaelforce Promotions. This has now happened.
A photograph of the cover is attached. The title is Irish
Lives in the Western Australia Police. The book is
about 150 pages in length and includes a foreword, a
historical introduction and index. There are 26 sections in
all covering the lives and careers of officers ranging from
junior constables up to Commissioners of Police.
Numerous images are included, some having been taken
during the earliest years of photography in Western
Australia.
There is a lot of genealogical and family history material
in the book and the family backgrounds represent a
cross-section of 19th Century Irish society. Some officers
(especially the upper ranks) were of gentry origin, others
were tradesmen, leaseholders or labourers and a solid

Copy of picture on front cover of Peter’s book.

Members and visitors enjoying Gordon Parke’s talk on Army Cap Badges
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LIBRARY MATTERS

Welcome to New Members

Co-ordinator—Verna Nazzari
Library Opening Hours
Ground Floor, Lotteries House,
Civic Boulevard
Tuesday

1.00 pm—4.00 pm

Wednesday

10.00 am—1.00 pm

Friday

9.30 am—4.00 pm

Closed All Other Days and Public Holidays

Useful Websites
www.Historypin is a place for people to share photos and
stories, telling the histories of their local communities.
www.deceasedonline.com for all London cemeteries among
others
www.mariners-l.co.uk for all merchant and naval marine
records
www.irishgenealogy.ie a free site
www.measuringworth.com how much things cost
If any of you come across an interesting site perhaps
you could let me know and I will put it in the next BTL so
that all of our members can benefit.

The Family History Society of Rockingham & Districts
Inc. would like to welcome our New Members:
Erin Posik - a rejoined member

There are no New Accessions this quarter.
Members’ Interests
GOODE
HENSBURY )
HENSBREY )

Keith Good, kayjay003@bigpond.com
McGARRY
GANE
MORROW

The National Library of Wales is worth checking out for
its growing online newspaper collection (1800 through to
the first decade of the twentieth century). There is also a
collection of digitised journals (mostly 20 th Century, fully
searchable), maps of Badminton and Gogerddan
Estates, tithe and town maps, and photographs. Go to The National Library of Wales.

Sydney, NSW, Australia, >1890
Hitchen, Hertfordshire, England, >1777
Killly Begs, Donegal, Ireland, >1804
Val Zilko, convill@westnet.com au

LYDFORD Anywhere 1600-1800
SMART
Staffs England 1700-1900
RICHARDSON Durham England 1850-1960
Pamela Lydford, pam.lyd@bigpond.com;
BAILEY
ROBERTS
SHELTON

More from the State Library
For Wales researchers:

Suffolk, England, <1730
Worcestershire, England, <1850

)
) all Lincolnshire England 1750-1880
)
maryandregtemple@westnet.com.au

GODFREY Kent England prior 1696
JACKSON London England prior 1850
GOODWIN Shropshire prior 1900
Peter Godfrey, godfrey456@bigpond.com

General Meetings
All Members and non-members are welcome to attend
the General Meetings of the Society held every 1st
Saturday of the month in the 1st Floor Meeting Room,
Lotteries House, Civic Boulevard, Rockingham.
Guest Speakers for : October, November, December.
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1st Oct.

Jenni Ibrahim
WAGS Irish Interest Irish Ancestry
Group

5th Nov.

TBA

3rd Dec.

Christmas Quiz

With Leon Daly and
Bill Ritchie
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